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DETAILS
A thoughtful remodel gives 
a Chicago kitchen a sense 
of history and a fresh, 
modern vibe.
Writer and Field Editor Jennifer Berno DeCleene
Photographer Werner Straube

OPPOSITE A ribbed vase 
matches the kitchen’s 
clean and classic look. THIS 
PHOTO The custom floating 
shelves are crafted from 
the same rift-cut white oak 
as the island and offer a 
crisp contrast to dark 
green base cabinets.

all in the
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IT’S NO EASY FEAT TO FIND a maintenance-free new 
home that’s brimming with unique personality and charm. So, 
when Lauren and Alex Stepien bought their 2006 townhouse 
in Chicago’s Logan Square neighborhood, they knew a “reverse 
builder-grade” remodel was in their future. They called on the 
design team at KitchenLab Interiors to add layers of character 
with a modern-day point of view. 
 The Stepiens were open to adding a bit of color so the 
design team proposed mixing deep green wall cabinets with a 
rift-cut white oak island. “We had ordered a bunch of very cool 
green cabinet sample blocks with hopes of getting a client to 
do one at some point,” principal designer Rebekah Zaveloff 
says. “We floated the idea to these clients, and they were 
game.” For the hardwood floor, the designers mixed stain 
colors to add a gray undertone for a fresh look. 
 A single slab of Infinity quartzite tops the 10-foot island so 
that the countertop doesn’t have a seam. The same polished 
stone shows up on the perimeter counters and as a dramatic 
backsplash behind the range. To keep costs in check, the 
design team selected a simple white beveled subway tile for 
the rest of the kitchen. 

 Thanks to the affordable tile, the Stepiens were able to 
treat themselves to a multifunctional chef ’s sink in the 
island and a 48-inch pro-style range. A custom drywall 
surround conceals the heavy-duty hood, which features a 
wood strap that coordinates with nearby floating shelves 
that hold everyday dishes and glassware. 
 Storage in the kitchen is enhanced by hidden cabinets 
under the island overhang for rarely used serving pieces 
and a tall hutch with ribbed-glass doors that stores extra 
dishes. “I love to use hutch cabinets to end a run of 
cabinetry in a space that’s open to another room,” Zaveloff 
says. “It’s just a more elegant and functional way to finish a 
kitchen.” A pantry at the end of the room offers additional 
storage for food and supplies and features a pocket door 
with the same ribbed glass as the hutch. 
 To finish the space, the team added a breakfast nook 
across from the island. Alex had picked up Bertoia chairs 
and matching counter stools at an estate sale years before 
the kitchen remodel. Turns out, vintage classics were just 
what this new old kitchen needed.
 resources begin on page 92.

OPPOSITE A strategic mix of materials makes the modern 
kitchen feel timeless. ABOVE LEFT Built-in niches at the 
range corral cooking supplies. ABOVE RIGHT The island’s 
matte sheen pulls out the natural grain in the white oak. 
BELOW LEFT Beveled subway tile frames the refrigerator 
and pantry door. BELOW RIGHT Brushed-gold pulls show 
off a subtle angular design. 
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